COASTAL GEOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHERS PROVIDE THE FOURTH DIMENSION

The coastal ocean, defined here as waters covering the continental margin, has become an area of intense study. A driving impetus always has been to understand the complex oceanographic transitions between land and deep sea. However, recently this has been joined with a host of other more applied stimuli including: pollution concerns, military needs, commercial endeavors, and climatic relevance. Clearly the spectrum of coastal research requires studies of waves and currents, chemical composition and productivity of seawater. These imperatives explain the need for physical, chemical, and biological oceanographers, but why involve geological oceanographers?

As the trend toward interdisciplinary studies blurs boundaries, it is becoming more difficult to assign particular research to an individual discipline. Shoreline morphology was once a topic left to geologists, but in the past decade physical types have become intrigued by the interactions between flow and bed shapes on the beach and shoreface. In the past, only geologists could get excited about particle-size distributions; now chemists realize the relationships between size and the fate of particle-reactive chemical species. Sediment transport was once the domain of geologists, but now larval dispersal and benthic recruitment are closely linked to this field of study. So is there anything left that is uniquely geological? Yes.

Many oceanographers measure a property in the water column or seabed and construct a one-dimensional profile. Sometimes a transect of profiles or a series of transects create two- or three-dimensional descriptions of a variable, which can be used to interpret processes. The more motivated studies will include time-series observations, to determine how the variable changes over a tidal cycle, a storm, or a season. We applaud the monumental effort to continue Alistair Hardy’s measurements over time scales of decades. However, time-series observations are difficult, expensive, and limited. Wouldn’t it be nice to put our observations more easily into a temporal perspective—to have a natural record of coastal oceanic processes that spanned centuries and millennia. This is possible through the study of sedimentary strata.

The strata preserved within the seabed record evidence of past oceanic processes. For continental margins, high accumulation rates provide the added benefit of a high-resolution record of processes. The keys to employing sedimentary strata effectively are two-fold: 1) documenting the record; 2) reading the record. The former involves direct (e.g., coring, drilling) and indirect (e.g., seismic profiling) investigation of the seabed, to identify as well as possible the clues preserved. The latter requires insights (e.g., through field and lab studies) regarding how to interpret the clues, and how to extrapolate (e.g., through modeling) to conditions impossible to observe. The potential is to add a fourth dimension to studies of the coastal ocean, and this is the unique contribution that geological oceanographers provide.
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